Biosensor for diagnosing Factor V Leiden, a single amino acid mutated abnormality of Factor V.
Factor V Leiden (FVL) is an abnormality with a single amino acid mutation of Factor V (FV) and is the most common, hereditary blood coagulation disorder. FVL is currently diagnosed by DNA analysis, which takes a long assay time, high cost, and a specially trained person. We are developing a rapid, accurate, and cost-effective biosensing system to quantify both FV and FVL in blood plasma, to diagnose FVL and also to evaluate the seriousness of the disease status. This system is based on a sandwich immuno-reaction on an optical fiber. To produce the monoclonal antibody against only FV or only FVL without cross-reacting with the other molecule and with a higher probability, a 20 amino acid sequence (20-mer) of FV or FVL around the mutation region was injected into mice and then hybridoma cell lines specific to each 20-mer were selected. When these antibodies were tested with native FV or FVL molecules, they were found to be cross-reacting with the other molecules, but some with higher affinity to FV (FV preferred) and some to FVL (FVL preferred). Using these antibodies, two different sensors were developed: FV preferred and FVL preferred sensors. These two sensors allowed us to quantify FV and FVL in plasma with a maximum error of 4%. The plasma levels of both molecules provide us not only FVL diagnosis but also the level of the seriousness. The same principles may be used for developing diagnostic tools for other diseases with a single point mutation.